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CHAPTER- I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is difficul,t to.overstate the.importance of emulsifiers in the 
fqrmulation o;f cosmetics, soaps, paints, _and petro+eum products. :Fur-
thermore, the economic benefit;: of emulsi:f;iers has been demonstrated by 
; 
the increased·number.of new products. which have appeared in.aerosol cans, 
including sucl:i products as hair sprays, insecticides; shaving creams, 
cheese spreads, aIJ,d whtpped toppings. In fact;:,. natural or artifii;:ial 
emul1;1ifiers a-re· used in nearly all processed fc;,ods •. These compounds are 
1argely.responsi'bl,.e for 1;:he smoother text;:ured ice;creams·and breads 
which have appeared ._iri recent ,years, and the, devel9pment of many ''in-
stap~" powdered products may be attributed to improved.emulsifier tech-
n.ology, · ',the more successful of sucl;l products include instant brealdasts, 
powdered cheese. dips, instant powdered mill.<., coffee creamers, dessert 
t;:qppings~ mea1;:.sauces, at?,d instantized potatoe~. 
I:he selectioi;i. of .. emul,sifiers for partic~lar products, however, has 
beei;i. primadly a matter. of "~dal and error.II Unfort1J:nately, this time-
co1;1suming approach has bee1.1 necessary because of the limited knowledge 
concerning emulsifier t11echanisims. -, For e~ample, it has been.reported _that 
two or more em~lsifiers together wo.rk better ,than one at the same usage 
;Level,., but _the mechanism\_ of th.is positive synergistic ef:f;ect -.is not 
t1-I1derstood, Such knowledge co~ld lead to.better utilization of present 
emul,sifiers and. contrib1.1,t;:e to.- th¢ devel,opment of new ones, 
1 
The Food and Drug Administration has established maximum usage 
levels for edible emulsifiers. in many food produ<;:ts, but li tt.le infor-
mation is available describing the separation of an emulsifier from an 
oil"."'emulsifier mixture. Therefore, development of ,a procedure to meas-
ure the quantity of emulsifier in a food,shortening would enhance more 
rigid enforcement of; government regulations and allow better product· 
contt9l by the food manufacturer. 
2 
In sullllllary, emulsifiers are important to many industries, but.their 
use,in the food field has been complicated by limited know.ledge. Addi-
tional knowledge about the measurement of emulsifier effectiveness, con-
ditions of synergism, and the isolation of these.compounds from a fat-
emulsifier mi:l~ture could. contribute to a better understanding of emul-
sifiers and increase their usefulness, 
Thus, the objectives of this researcl:i were: (a) to develop a pro-
cedure for measuring the.stability of emulsified oil-:-wate.r emulsions, 
(b) to measure the magnitude 9f synergism when a.single emulsifier is 
rep+aced by a binary system, (c) to develop a procedure for the separa-
tion and measurement of an emul~ifier from an.oil-emulsifier mixture, 
and (d) to compare emulsifier concentrat:ions at l;ln oil"'."water ·interface. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE,REVIEW 
Emulsion Terminology 
The,definitio!I. of an emulsion varies among authors. (2; 24), but 
most definitions are, based on the q:mcept of ''$tabili ty',' between two or 
niore·dispersible phai;es. In this st;udy, Sutheim's (24) te!'I\l "emulsion 
stability" will be used to designate the ability of an oil· phase and a 
water ,phase to remain dispersed within each other.' An emulsifier will 
include any. compound which proniotes. emulsion s.tabili ty and has the prop-
erty of being soJ,.uble in both phases of an oil-water mi:x;ture (2, 24). 
Theregion e~isting between any.two phases (oil, water, or air) will be 
designateq as an interface (2), 
A large numbe.r of substances possess em\,llsifying properties, but 
only a few compound$ are approved for food use by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (5; 16), Buddemeyer~ al, (5) reported that the.most 
widely used compounds today are monoglycerides, lactated monoglycerides, 
sorbitan .monosterate, poly021:yethylene s:orbita,n rnonostearate; and stearyl- · 
2-lactylic .acid, The, fatty acid ester ,pf these compounds can be varied 
to cq.ange the solubility characteristic!:) of the parent .emulsifier type· 
(1). In this way, .a sorbitan parent type m&y be made more. lipophi],ic by, 
.increasJng the proportion of saturated long chain :!;atty acid. Converse-
ly, ·decreasing the carbon lepgth of the side chain would increase. the 
molecule's w.ater solubility. Another variable.is the, degree of satura-
3 
4 
tion in the sid.e chain ester (1), where. satuiated side chains have been 
recommendec:J. for saturated oil pha!iles of an emulsion ar;id unsaturated side 
chains for systems containing unsaturated oils (1). 
Ac~ording to Griffin (12), the sqlubility of an emulsifier molecule 
in water a.ndoil simultaneously may be expressed as its HLB (Hydrophile-
Lipophile Balance). This measurement·raI).ges.from·l-20, <lepending on.the 
ratio,of the sol.l;lbility of the.molecule's water soluble portion to its 
fat sol.uble portion (1). Emulsifiers having essentially equal hydro-
philic and lipophilic portions woul.d possess fll3 numbers between 9. 0 and 
11~0. On this same 20~point scale, an emulsifier's HLB rating would in-
crease· from lLO toward 20.0 as its hydrophilic portion increased. In 
a similar manner, the lll.B value for an emulsifier would decrease from 
' . . . . 
9~0 toward zer9 as.its lipophilic portion increased~ Acqording to the 
manufactu.rer (1), an HLB range ·of,4~0 to 9.0 is recommended for promoting 
water in qil (w(o) emulsions that exist in many food.systems. Similarly, 
an Hl,B range .of 11.0 to 18~0 has been recommended· for foods having an 
oil in water·. (9/w) emulsioI). system (1). 
Until· .. recently, the. selection of the best· HLB number for a particu-
lar fat-water food system had been primarily by trial and error. In 
1968, Titus et al, reported a simpl:j.fied procedure for selecting the 
. ·-~· . ' ., . ' 
emµl.s;!.fier HI,.~ to obtain maximU111 emulsifier efficienqy in a food.emu!-,-
siot;l system. This research. was based on the stability of model oil7water 
emulsions containing emµlsifiers with HL.B va],ues between 5. 0 and 13. 0. 
The resulte. deinonstrated tfre importance of matching HLB. value and emul-
sifier amount,with the parti~ula.r fat-water ratio of tlie food in•ques-
t;Lon, Th.e practicality of the work.was sliown,.by the obse.rvation that 
white cake~ made·with mi],k-fat·shortenings had the largest volumes when 
5 
their optiml,llll emulsifier HLB and usage;level were determineq. using this 
emulsion stability data. 
The combin1:1tion of.a low and a high HLB emulsifier will produce a 1 
mixture with an intermediate HLB value representing the. proportion at 
which the individual compounds were.used. Sintj.larly, the use of two 
ormoreemulsifiers is suggested,bymost.workers.in prder to obtain a 
s.uperic:>r emqlsi:f;~er system (1, 16), Budde~eyer 1 ~ al. (5) reported that 
. I 
emulsifiel;'.' ,comb:in.ations. yielded cake volumes· greater that). volumes pre- . 
dieted byadding the single effects ·of each e~ulsifier separate;t.y, It 
is important; however, to account .. for the influe!/.ce of several other 
factors whenreporting synergistic ,resu].ts obtafr1.ed by mixing different 
emulsifier types. For example, mixtures of sorbitan esters with mono-. 
or diglycerides·or lactated gl.ycerides have·been compared to one another 
with little or no a.ttentic:>n being given.tc;, the resulting HLB or the 
tc:>tal propc;>rtion of fat pre,sent (5). Other considerations,. su:cl:J. as how 
the number, length, and degree of saturation of fatty acid (:lide chains 
infl uenc.e the emulsifier's pe rf; ormance .in a part'icular prc;,duc t, have 
been reported by K,nightly and Klis (14). 
In.addition.to surface-active.agents; other,factc;,rs like tempera-
ture, mice],le size, and viscositydirectly;influence the stability of an 
emulsic;,n (2, 24};~ These observations. support. Becher' s (3) report that 
emutsion stability is, the re.sult of t:ll..ree. factors: (a) reduction of 
interfacial t.ension between the phas.es; (b) formation c:,f rigid. inter"' 
facial ,films; and (c) formation of· an electrical double layer. Yet, 
some researchers do not accept thif:1 as an adequate. explanation for re-
pc:>rted ii;,.c:reases in emulsion stabiJ.ity when mixtures of two or mqre 
emulsifier agents are used at the same concentration as a single com~ 
6 
pound (positive synergistic eff.ect) in food p-r9ducts ~ , For e~ample, in 
1963., Da,vies and Rid.eal (8) .propose<;! that water. 1:ILcileculE~s on .the aqueous 
side of a lipid-aqueous interface·could form a rather rigid layer approx-
o 
imately 10 A thick.: They ciescribed 'the layer :as "soft ice" having the 
consistency of toJfee or butter. In 1964, Davies (7) suggested that this 
],.ayer was cqmposed of water molecules oriented about.polar lipid heads 
situa1red at the.interfacia,l region. Therefore, the stability of an o/w 
emulsion coul:9- be promot;e,d by strongly hydrated compounds like emulsi-
fierS,. This was due.to adsorption of the non-polar portion of the emul-
sifier mol~cule into the lipid phase, which increased the fraction of 
ii;i.terfa,ce · covered by.· the polar heads. The resulting layer of hydration 
formedrabout the polar heads would inhibit· coalescing b:y pl;'eventing in-
terfacial:cc;mtact amqng the fat gl<;>bules (1:ILice],.les). But Black (4) at-
t:dbuted the emulsifier synergism (su,ch as that .observed ,in cake volumes) 
to· be· the formation of smaller fat micelle si~e rather tqan the formation 
of a more stable interfacial;film. Another'hypqthesis was advanced by 
S9hulI1,1an and· Coc\<,bain · (23), who· suggested that stereocliemical arrange-
ments pet'mit,tighter molecular packing at the interface, thus increasing. 
the n~mber, of p9],.ar groups available for hydration ("conciens:i,ng effect'' 
hypothesis)~ This explanatioit may be .sup.ported by the .observations of· 
many,researchers on liquid-a:;tr interfaces formed in a Langmuir Trough 
(10, 11, 12). In this manner, -Dervic4ian (9) observed a reduction in 
the t9tal area (condensing eftect)-. covered by a one-molec~le-thick 
l.ecithin film when cholesterol.wa.s added, This work suggested that in-
ter-molecul.ar association caused, .a 1I1ore. compact molee,ular structure in a 
lecithin..,cholesterol film than had .existed for lecithin alone. 
Emulsifi~r Qua11tita.tion 
I~L1969, Sahasrabudhe and Chadha (19) reported the identification 
and·quantitative estimation of ii;1dividual..mono"'.' and di"'- fatty add 
esters·.· (palmiVc, stearic, and· oleic acids) •of ·sorbitol,, 1,4-sorbitan 
and isoso;rbide •' This work is part .. of an urtc9mple,ted ;scheme for the . 
identification and qu,;1ntitatio~ of m,q1;10.,- .and diglycerides (21), propyl-
ene glycol.es,ters (20), and polyglycero,1 esters (18, 22) used in 111any 
food shorteni1lg sy.s tems ~ The scheme utilized liquid partition column 
chromatography (LPCC) run on hydrated silicic; acid packing (22) for tq.e 
. ' . . ' 
fr{:lctionati.on o:f; a lipid-eniulsifie:r mixture. Fractions containing the 
sorbitan emu+s;i.fiers were identified by gas liquid.chromatography (GLC) 
of lllethyl ester ,derivatives, according to the procedure of Lemieux and 
Mc!nI).es (15). A similar procedu:re has -been reported by Wettera,u et al. 
7 
(26), -who used ethanol.' ext,raction fol+owed ;by silicic a,cid fractionation 
and identificat:j.l)n by paper chromatography pr GLC for the de.termination .. 
of sorbitan monostearate in -cakes.·· As pointed out '.by Wetterau.et aL 
,••. . ' --
(26), th~s ·prc,.ce~\lre is time-consuming apd requires the development of 
appropriate skills. :_ On the other han,d, Carroll' (6) demo1;1strated the 
advantages of LPcc·cc,nductedwith Florisil (magpesium oxide 15.5 ± 0,5% 
and sodium sulfate O, 5%) pacldng. • In _all instances the stationary pha~e 
for silicic acid or ·Florisil packing has.been distilled water (6, 19, 26). 
The mobile phase varies among experimenters,; but' the general pattern is 
sequential elution by.solvents of increasing polaJ;"ity. Sahasrabudhe and 
Chadh.a (19) used ·beil,ze1;1e init:iall.y, while Wetterau et al .• (26) used 
.. , .. . --
heptane and Carrpll (6) used hexape, For eachresea1:cher the final 
solvent was ethanol or _methanoL 
To d,ate, no resea:rcher,has reported a .. satisfactory,.procedure to 
8 
separate and quantitate a cornmercia,l sorbitan monostearate'stock from a 
polyethylene sorbi.tan monostearate stock in a. sh,ort_ening system without 
maJ<,ing der;Lvatives. of the fractioI).s · fc;,r GLC identification, Developmen.t' 
of a pro~edure that·would quantitate and .identify,un-,-degraded eU1ulsifier 
fracti9I).s would be desirable £qr studying possible. inte.rfc1cia:L concentra-
tion, changes of the emulsi.fier mole~ule, 
CHAPTER III · 
EXPERIME.NTAL. PROCEDURE 
~easµrernent·of ,Stability Inc:lex, 
In, order to measure.and cornpare•the variabl~s associated with emul,-
sio1;1 !3tability, an original proced1,11;-e was developed in 1966 by th,e author 
and repo:rted in, 1968 (25). Predetenninec:l 1quantities of an emulsifier· 
system 1and fat we:re combined in .a 100 ml breaker and warmed, to .46-48 C 
on a steam tabJ..e~ Th.e emulsifier,-fat mixture,was poure~ into an assem-:-
bJ..ed hand homoge:r;i.izer previously heatec:l to appr6xi'\llate,ly 46 C, and the 
a,ppropi:'.'ia,te ai:nount · of ,distilled wate,r, preheated .to 46-48 C, was, pipetted. 
int9. the hot ·hof!loge11izer~ Th.e water-fat-emµlsifier mb:ture was then 
pumped through, the ho,mogenize:r. and co],.lecte.d in the 100 ml .beaker which 
originall,.y oont;a,ined the fat. This step was. repeated, three times· a:r;i.d 
each ti~ the emulsion was poured back into the :homogenizer, .a rubber 
pQliceman,was used to remove any residµa,l·material•fro111 the.beaker, 
After the ,third homogenization, .a 5 ml _sample was trans,ferred into a 
tared, screw-qa:p .· cµltu,re tub'e to, be analyzed J,.ater, for fat c9ntent .• · 
Then a 10 ml sampl,.~ 9f the same eml,l,lsion was pipetted into a conventional 
test ·tube, which was s ~oppere·d. a-qd held in a 3 7 C water 1ba th for six, 
hours without agita;ion., Identical ho'\llQge!liza~ion and sampling were re-
peated for each sample in the series. · 
When-the 10 ml samp~e had been in .the water:bath for six hours, a 
J..O ml pipette,. with the top se.aled by the forefinger, to prevent any of 
9 
10 
the emulsipn from entering, was carefully lowered to the bottom of the 
test tul;,e. Th.en the bottom 5 ml of the sample was. slowly drawn into the 
pipette and transferred to a tared, .screw .... cap culture. test tube. The· 
initi.al sample and the s13,mple taken after six h<;>Urs were stored at -17 C 
until .the amount of fat could be analyzed using a modification Qf the 
Mojonnier fat extraction procedure. The screw-cap test.tubes containing 
t;he emulsion samples were thawed i11. a 37 C water ·bat.h and weighed at·. 
room temperature without the caps. 
Twenty milli:;l.i ters of a fat e}l:traction sol1;1ti:on containing 4. 35 
parts petroleum ether, 4.35 parts diethyl ether, and 1.3 parts 95% alco-
hol.were added to each·test tube containi11g an emulsion sample, along 
with o-qe·drpp of phenol red to cJ,.early define the phases. The phenol. 
red colored the lowe,r aqueous phase; while the f~t ~as extracted into 
the upper colorless diethyl ether phase. · The caps were tightly. secured 
and the test tub~s shaken vigorously for 30 seconds. They were then 
centrifuged for five minutes .to promote separation of the phases, and 
the diethyl·ether-fat phase was pipetted to the assigned Mojonnier fat 
pan. The e:,s:trac.tion process, frC>m the .addition of 20 ml of extraction 
solution through removal of the. clear layer and riI).sing of the pipette, 
was repeated three times or until the colored.aqueous phase.of the tube 
was .. free of opaqueness. The.solvents in the fat pan were evaporated on 
a.hot plate and the pans placed.in a vacuum oven at 135 C under 25 
inches. of mercury for 15 minutes. After cooling at 22-24 G in., a desicca-:-
tor, the weight 1of .each pan was recorded, and the weight of fat in each 
sample was calcul.ated. 
The Stability Index (S. I.) was, calcl,J.l,.ate.d by dividing the per ·cent 
fat in the six-,hour sample (a) by the ,per cent fat in the initial sample 
11 
(b) and multiplying by 100. Al~ebraically ~ this is expressed as: 
S. L = (a + b) 100, Under the conditions of this procedure, the S. r. ·-of 
every emulsion would, range betwef:\n 0.,...100.' On this'sc~~e, a maximum.in-
dex\of 100 would_indic_ate that no separation.of the oil and water phases 
ha<;l occurred; ·conversely, an index .of O would; indicate complete oil anq 
water separatio~~ 
Measurement· of Emulsifier Performance 
Emulsifier pE\rformance represents the ability 9f-an i?mulsifier to 
promote ·stability in a.n emulsion. - This W?S measured by the S.I. pro·ce.,... 
dure given.above for emuls;i.on,systems containing anhydrous milk·fat1 
having a titratable acidity of less than O~l meq,/sl (calculated as 
lactic) 
a) 
b) 
1 
2 
4 
~·-
2 
c9mbined -. with the following .emulsifiE1r systems: 
Span 60 (s9rbitan monosteai;-ait;e .... HLB 4. 73), 
Tween 60 (poly9xyethylene sorbitan monostearate 
Tween 61 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monostearate 
Tween .s1 ·, (pol.yoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate -
Span 60 plus Tween 60 to give a calculated HLB 
Span 60 plus Tween 60 to give a,calct,iJated HLB 
Sp?n 60 plµs l'ween 60 to give a calcu],ated HLB 
HLB 3 .,... 14~9 ), 
HLB 3 - 9,6 ). 
HLB 3 10.0 ), 
value of 9.5. 
value of .9. 75, 
value of 10.0. 
6 -, Tween 61 plus. Tween 80 to give a calcula,ted HLB value of 9. 75, 
H~B values, for emu],sifier systems l; 4; 1, and&_ (above) were cal-
culated according tot;he manufc1,cturer's recommei;ided procedure (1) for 
1 Odel Concession Special t;i.,es Compa11y, Caldwell, Idaho •. 
2l>onated, by Atlas _Chemical, Industriips ·, I11c,, Wilmi,ngton, Delaware. 
3 Manu:f;acturer' s published value., 
blending emulsifier stocks, where~ 
100 (X - HL~B) 
% emu1$ifier A= HLB .... I:Il.B ; X = desired HLB value. 
· A B 
% emulsifier B = 100 - %. emulsifier A 
Calculated pro.portions of · ea,ch emul!3ifier ,• sufficient for the to.tal : 
study, were cqmbined:in,a glass test tube, stoppered, and heated ip 
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flowing st~alll, until they l.iquified, After repeated inverting to as.sure 
complete mixing, .the samples were quickly solidified at -17 C and .held 
at that tell).peratur~ until needed, Each of th.e six emulsifier systems 
Q. to.§. of previous listing) was added to the milk fat at levels of 0;5; 
1.0, 1.5, and :2~0%. 
The emulsions were prepared with a hand homogenizer by adding deion-
ized water;to each fat-emulsi;fier mi,xtu,re to give a total sample weight 
of 50 gm containing ZS% fat~ A factional arrange111ent of treatments was 
laid, out in a split-plot design by grouping the emulsifier systems (,! to 
.§.) into each 0.5.•2.0% emulsifier usa~e level. As shown in Table I, each 
of the emulsifier systems was duplicated t6 give a.tota;t. of 48 samples. 
per trial. (main plot). The sequence in .which each emulsion system and 
its duplicate were assembled and sampled, Y{as randomly. determined for 
each usage level,, as was the order in which each of the four usage levels 
was run,. 'l;he total trial, was repeated after re-randomization and tqe. 
S, L for each sample was determin,ed .by the procedure described previous.,.. 
ly. An analysis· of variance was us.ed ,to detect sigpificar,.t effects due 
to trial, emulsifier usage level, emu.lsi:fier system, -11nd HLB values, 
A secon4 experiment c9mpared the S ~ L of. emulsions containing a. 
single·emulsifier,to e:\111,1.lsions conta;i.ning a binary mixture of emulsi-
fie rs,. In this single trial all the emulsifiers were .a 111on9steadc acid. 
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ester of sorbitan having an lll.B value of 9~6. Twenty-five per cent milk 
fat emulsions were prepared with emulsifier usage levels of ·o.s. 1.0. · 
1.5. and 2.0% of the fat. These data were analyzed as a split-plot. in 
which the ·main plots : (emulsifier .usijge:.leve).) :,wereurunsas · ao-cpiilpletJly 
randomized-design. Each·emulsion preparation was randomly run in tripli-
cate at each emulsifier usage level, and an analysis of variance was 
used tc;> detect possible signif~cant effects. 
A'third experiment was.designed, to study the effect of binary e111ul-
sifier systems· composed of a s_aturated fatty acid ester (m.onostearate) 
of sorbitan, Tween 60 plus Span 60; and the unsaturated fatty acid ester 
(monooleate) of sorbita:n. Tween 80 plus Span 80. An HLB of 9.6 for each 
emulsifier sys.t:em ,was added a; ·usage levels c;>f 0.5, LO, 1 . .5, and 2.0% 
of· th_e fat, and each e1nulsion was inade up to is% milk fat. '.Che data of 
this experiment were statistically analyzed in the same manner as experi-
ment two. 
A.final experiment was run replacing milk fat with tristeaririA for 
e111ulsi1?US containing only Tween 61 and a combination of Span 60 plus 
Tween 60 at 1.0% of the fat~ Tw~nty~five per-cent fat emulsions were 
assembled artd -rurt in duplicate for each emulsifier system, and the means 
were compared by analyzing the dt:1-ta as a completely randomized design. 
Florisil Ch;omatography 
Quantitative separation of sorbitan monostearate {Span 60) and poly-
oxyethylene sorbi.tan .monostearate .(Tween 60) stocks from each other and · 
from an oi~_has been accomplish,edby the.follc;>wing procedure using liquid 
4· l3alter Grade; .J ~ T. Baker Chemical Company, Phillipsburg,,New Jersey. 
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partition column chromatography (LPCC). A chroma to.graphy column was .. 
. ! 
constructed from 1,cm it1side;dianieter,glass tub~ng cut'to a lerigth of 30 
Clll.. The bottom 4 .cm was drawn · Ol\t t6 form a. tapering. tip with a O ~ 25 cm 
inside ,diameter., 5 The tapered end 'was loos_ely s tuf~ed with glass wool 
and topped wi~h a 1 cm diameter disc cut from ~atWin, No~ 42. filter 
One hundred grams of 60-100 mesh Florisi16 was.placed in a 50 ml 
Etlenmeyer f],ask and hydrated wi,th 7 ml of distilled water (6). The 
flask was st9ppere.d anq held overnight to. reach equilibrium, Tu.relve 
grams of · the hydrate9: Florisil was. poured in~o the prepared glass column . 
to give a bed· length of· 18-19 cm. Sequential waship.g of ·the column with 
7 · 7 7 100 ml ·bem;ene , 100 ml ·methanol ·:diethyl ether (1: 7 - v/v), and 100 ml 
acetone
1; dioxane'-:me,tha,no/ (1: 1: 1 - v/v/y) at approximately one drop 
pe.r second .,r~moved unwanted fines .ar1d possible co.ntamirtaticm. 
The sample.was prepared for chromatography by ad,ding an equal part 
of ,chloroform7 and gently heating until dissolved •. Then approximately 
O. 2 ml of the chloroform.,..sample mixture was pipetted onto the Florisil 
bed.sµrft;1ce arid, washed into the stationary packjng with benzene~ The 
sample. material was ,.sequeritially _eluted with 40 ml of ,each .reagent above. 
an,d c9llecteci,,in 5 ml portiops numbered 1 to 120. Detection of the 
eluted, material was deterrri.inec:l gravimetrically after- the 5 ml portions 
had been transferred, with a minimu1;11 of, rinse solyent,. into tared fat 
pans. This ·was qone by taking the pans .to dryness on a hot plate and 
h9lding at 135 C, under vacuum for 15 minutes. The weights of _the 
SF. h S ' t"f" C H . "T . is er . c1.en .' 1. :i; c ompany, ous ton, . · exas. 
6 Floridin Compt;iny, H1;1ncqc\{., West, Virg:i.riia,~ 
7A~c.s. Reagent Grade. 
1~ 
collected materi;,ll were calcula,ted after :cooling tQ 22~24 C -in a des;icca-
tc;>+! The recovered fractiqils we~e-tentatively identified by reference 
compounds run on -the_ column singly. T9tal recovery yields were gravi-
mettical]..y ca]..culated from sample volumes, identica,l' to those applied on 
the. Qolumn, after taking tc;> dryness under vacul,llll. Control sa.mples were 
prepare.d from tristearin 9r mi.lk f~t plus Span 60 and Tween 60, all in 
equal pal;'ts. 
Liquid SciµtiHation Counting 
Liqt1icl. Scin'l;:illatio:q. C:oun,ting (LSC) was performed, on a Packard .Tri-
carb Liquid Scintillation ,Spectrometer,_ Model 3320, to determine the 
radioact:i,vity of tritiated (3H) labeled emulsifiers~ Using a·tritiµm 
standat>d, one chanµelwas acljusted tc;, 64.3% ·gain with 25-1000 window 
openings •. At ·these settin~s a.maximum cc;,unting efficiency of 55.2-55,5;,Y. 
was 9btained,' Th~ L_SC fluid (''cocktail'') was -prepared from O~l gm 1,4.,.. 
8 8 bis-2-(5~Phenyl9xa?:olyl)-benzeq.e·(POPOP) plus 4.0 gm 2,5-:-Diphenyloxozole 
(PPO) made with sulfur-free t9luene to a_l~liter volume. ·Just before 
cc)Unting, 15~0 ml 9f the;"cocktail" was added t9 ec;1ch LSC sample vial. 
All sample$ were counted for 9ne minut;e and the :results report,ed as 
coµnts pe~ minute, {cpm) from which the speci,fic act:i,.vi-ty (cpm/mg) was 
calculated and recqrded. 
R'adioactive emulsifiers.for this 13tudy.were,tritiated by custom 
l,.ab~ling~ ui;ip_urified samples o; Span 80 (sorbitan mono9leate) and Tween 
80 (polyoxythylene sorbit1;tn mqnooleate) with 3H, presumably without'the 
a 
· Packard I-o.strUI11ent. Company, It1c, , , Downers Grove, Ill:i,nois, 
9
·.Amersham/Sea.rle C:ol;'p(}ration; 7000 N:uclear Drive, Des Plaines, 
Ill,.inoif:l. 
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fonnation of -degradatic;m products, at _the unsaturated ·dot,ible borid, of the 
oleic · acid side cha,;i..n~ Such hydrogenation wOuld result in .format;i..on of 
a saturated stearic acid' siqe chain on the _sorbitan parents, correspond..;.· 
iI).g to.Span<60 and Tween 60 respectiyely. Fifty milligrarirs_of 3H-Span 
····. 3. 
60 in ethanol and 75 mg ot H-l'ween 60 in an aqueous·solution having a 
radi9activi ty of. approximately 65 millicures ea:ch were receive4 from th'.e 
supplier in separate vacuuw-s.ealed vials containing approximately 4.5 ml·. 
of sc;,lution each. The radioactivity 9f each 3H-emulsifier was checked by. 
counting approximately 0,1 ml P\Jrtions.according to the LSC prpcedure 
des.c.ribed earlier and reported as cpm/ml, 
. 3 
The H-Span m1;1,terial.was purified by chromatographing a 0,2 ml 
aliquot on a·Florisil column.according to the LPCC procedure previously 
described. Forty 5' llll portions were collected fc:>r each of the three sol-,, 
vent systems, and tube.numbers 11 and 12; representing the first 10 ml 
of the methanol: diethyl ethe;i:: solvent ,system, were combined. In a like 
~nner, o.,2 ml of the unpurified 3H-Tween material was chromatographed 
on a Floi;isil colunin, but in ·this_ instance, tub.e numbers 18, 19, and 20 
were combine.a, corresponding to the first 15 ml of tl;ie acetone:dioxane.: 
methanol s9lvent system. Both.of-these fractions were.set aside for 
later prepa:raticm of ~H-emulsifier stoc~ mixtµre1;1 to be used irt this 
study. 
3 I 3 
Location of· H-Span and H-T:ween peaks'by LPCC was done with puri-
fied ,3H..,emulsifier stocks. The 3H..,Span stock was prepared by taking 4.8 
m1 of the purified _fractions <numbe:r,11 and 12 above) td dryness at 70-
80 C under vacuum in a LSC vial. To th::ts was added 5.0090 gm of.un-
],.abeled Span 60 entulsifier; this mi,xture was thei:i heated to 80 C _and 
sl;iaken to ass.ure uniformity and immediately placed at -:-17 C until needed. 
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, , 3 , , , 
The H-,Tween stoc~ was simila,rly .pre'pared by drying 10~0 ml of the puri·-
fied fractiqns; mixi:µg_ with ,l,5113 gm of unlabeled Tween 60 at 80 C and 
immediately p],.aced at -17 C until nee.ded. The spec:ific a,ctivity of each 
e~ulsifier stqck was determined by weighing out a known qtiantity (1:,2 
mg) ;i,nto a LSC yial and counting by-the proc;:edure'previously described? 
Th~ specifiq activity was reported as'cpm/mg for each emulsifier stock; 
3 Isotope lqcation of the H-Span emulsif.ier peak was determined by 
colunm chromatography on Florisil packing, accorcling to th_e procedure 
3 given earl:i,e,r, using 0.2 ml qf 0.0043 gm H--Span stoc~ dissolvec:l'in 0.6 
ml of cl:i.loroform, Five millili te;r _port::Lons. were. collecbed irt LSC. vials 
and taken tq dryness under vacuum at 70-80 c. ·, Each vial was co:urited by 
LSC and its total cpm recorded. The radioactive elution pattern was 
. '. \ . . '\ 
estal;>li,shed by plotting cpm vs, 5 ml of solvent collected. An identical 
3 O. Z _ml o:f; .the H:--Span-chloroforrn solut;i.on correspqnding to that applied 
on the co],.timn was dried and counteq. along with the 5 ml fraction vials 
and used for a total cpm standar,d, 
In a similar manner, the 3H-,Tween emulsifier peak-was located, but 
in th.is instance,. 0~2 ml of 6~9 i:ng 3H-Tween stock dissolved in LO ml of 
chlorofqri:n was ~ppliecl to the column. Likewise, anqther 0.2 ml of this 
solution was dried and, c9unted alc;mg with the 5 ml vi.al fractions a,nd 
used far a.total cpi:n,.stanq.ard,. The,results were recorded in cpm.and the 
elutiqn pattern.was es.tab],.ished by plotting cpm vs~ 5 ml of solvent col-,· 
lected,· Then the radioactivity dis~ribution pattern fqr each of the 
3 3 H-Span and H .... Tween sto.cks for each 5,0 ml' tube was compared to. the 
previous fat-unlapeled emulsifier elution patter-qs·detetrnined gravi,-
metrically. I,n this WS:Y, t_he gravimetric LPCC proc.edure for the _identi-
f:I,cation of a single.emulsifier from another or from a fat was checked. 
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'.rhe,emulsifier concentration at a lipid-aqueous interface was de-
tennined,for three different mixtures of a.triglyceride plus 3H..;,emulsi-
fiei; stocks prepared as: (a) trist-earin .containing 1. 0% 3H-Span stock, 
(b) tristearin containing 1.0% 3H-Tween stock, .and (c) tristearin con-
3 3 . · taini11g 0.5% H-.Span stock plus 0.5% H-Tween stock, Each mixture was 
assembled by adding 4.0 gm of tl'.'.istearin to its respective amount of 
3H-emulsifier stock in a LSC vial. Each lipid-3H-emulsifd.er was used- to 
fonn three separate interface preparations on the surface of distilled 
water.. This was done by heating the lipid-3H-emulsifier mixture and 25 
ml of distilled water (in a 50 ml stoppered flask), together with a 10 
10 
ml pipette and a clean 100 ml beaker, to 80 C in an oven,. After pre-
heating ~me.hour .at 80 C, 8 ml of tq,e distilled water was pipetted into 
th loo 1 b k I d . 1 f d h 1· "d 3H 1 "f" . e · m ·ea er. nnne iate y a terwar .s, t e 1p1 · - -e:mu si ier mix ... 
ture was gently poured down the beaker wall onto the water surface with-
out mixing the two phases. After standing another 60 minutes at 80 C, 
the system was placed at -17 C for approximately 10 minutes until the. 
fat phase had solidi,fied. The intact solidified fat phase was removed. 
wit;h a spatula and placed ups:j..de down on a frozen.metal block. The ex-
posed surface that h.ad been between the fat and water phases was care-
fully scraped with a microspatula. The,thinnest possible layer of inter-
face. material (approxiµiately 4~2 mg) was conected ·in a tared LSC vial. 
This sample was taken to dryness under vacuum at·. 70-80 C and the weight, 
recorded. Then 0,5 ml of chloroform was added to dissolve the sample~ 
A O, 2. ml aliquot of this so+ution was applied to a Florisil column and 
eluted according to the LPC,C procedure given earlier. Twenty milliliter 
10
:tnue M Electric Corporation, Blue, Island, Illinoh •. 
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fractions were collected in LSC vials and, taken to dryness f.or a radio-
activity assay. This prqcedure was repeated for each of•the interfaces 
formed·fr:om tl;l,e three different lipid-3H-emulsifier mixtures. Results 
are reported as,cpm/mg of .dried int~rfacial material, From these data~ 
it was posstble to compare the molar concentration of a 'single,,,ei;ntilsi-
fier (Span 60 or Tween 60) and·the molar con~entration.of a binary emul-
. . . 
sifier mixture (Span 60 and Tween 60 combtned) at a tristearin-water 
interface. 
CHAPTER lV·· 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Stab:i,lity Index,Measure~ents·of ;Emulsifier 'Performance 
Stability Index measurements fc,r 25% milk fat-water emulsions con..:. 
taining emulsifier systems wittt HL~ values of 9.5~ 9~75• and 10.0 added 
at usage·levels of 0~5, ·1.0, 1.5, and 2.0% of t}:le fat are,shown in Table 
I. The S .• I. values ri,mged from 33 to 78 on a maximum, s.cale 'of 100. 
Analysis.of variarice;(Table :II) for ·the 96 tota:l.obse~ations showed 
that the '{Sriatic>n amon.i duplicates. within trial 2 was. much higher than 
in. trial 1. The probable cause of this l,.arge variation was·. that obser-
vat;i,o~s were copducted,by two dif:f;erent'workers, a laboratory tecq.nician, 
and the aµthor .. A c9mparison of the Error Mean Square·(EMS) for dupli..-
cates wi tq,in u~age. level indicated differences in their, techni.ques. The· 
EMS for tri~l l:was 39.40~ Which wc;ts lower than the 62.75 for trial 2, 
ind:i,.cating tqpt the variation i11 perspnnel techniques during trial 2 
was mµch.g1teatet. N.check'e,f the.records verified that trial 1 had 
been performed,by one worker and tr;i,al 2 by both workus. 
RegardJ,.ess c:,f these technique differences; the emulsifier usage 
level was a signifi9an1= (P < O. 01) fact.or in, the stability of these .fat-
wa.ter emulsions, which agrees with · the work of other researchers (1, 2, 
25). Testing f9r the effect o:f; HLB values on emulsion stability showed 
no significant difference (P > 0.05), which indicated that there were no 
differences b~twe.en the. 9. 5, 9. 75, or 10, 0 HLB values of tq,e emulsifier . 
20 
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systems used in this study. However, va],uei;i outside the HI.JLr.ange of 
9.5 to 10,0 previously have be_en shown to significantly .affect 'emulsion· 
stabil:j..ty, as reported by Titus et al. (25), The type of emulsifier 
system was not significant (P > 0~05), indicating that none of the 
emul.sifie;r systems promoted mote emµlsion stability than any,of the 
others, 
To detect 'possi"\,1,e differences in efficiency bet~een a s;fngle emul-
sifier and a bfnary mixture c;,f emulsifiers, a se9ond experirilent·was per"!" 
formed 9n 25% milk fat-water. emuls_ions containing emulsifier systems 
with identical. saturated fatty acid side chains (monostearate). Both 
systems ,:were prepared so thc:1._t the HLB valµes were ide.ntica,l at each emul.,., 
sifier usage level, An analysis of variance (Table IV) of the S.I. 
measurements, in Table III shows. the emulsifier usage level to be signifi-
cant (:e < d.1), which agrees with li,terature report~ that the stability 
of oil..i.water emul~ions is enhanc.ed by increase.d levels of emulsifier 
usage (1, "2), However, no significant increase ,in emulsion stability 
was found for eith_er emuls.ifier system (P > 0.05), This demonstrated 
that the. replacement of a single .,component emulsifier system with a 
chemica],ly similar binary emulsifier mixture·havirig an identical HLB and 
usage level diq nc;:,t improve, an emu ls ion's s tabili t:y; Le q there was no 
synergism, The interaction
1
between,typeEi of emulsifier i;;ystem x usage 
level was not significant (P > 0,05). 
A third, experirnent,compare-d the effect of binary emulsifier systems 
composed of,different fatty acid, side chains, In this instance, one 
system had a saturated monostea:t;"ate fatty acid side chain and the other 
' .· " ' ' \ ' ,. . . 
an unsatt3irated monooleate fatty acid s:i,de chain, The' HLB. value for. eac\l 
system was 9~6, and ideI1,tical'.usage levels in 2~% milk fat-water emulsion 
. ·, ·, ' . 
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were 1,1sed. An ,analysie of ,varia,nce (Table ·VI,) of the. data in Table V 
again shows.that emulsifier usage level,was significant'(P. < 0,01). No 
significance (P > 0.05) was founlf for the effects of .dif.ferent ernulsi-
fier systems, wh.ich indicates that· the stability of a milk fat-water 
ernu],.sion is.not enhanced by an ernul$ifier having a saturated fatty acici 
side chain as compared to an u,nsaturated one. The emulsifier x usage 
J,.evel interaction also was not significant (P > 0.05). 
The. fourth experiment was conducted.on 25% fat-water emulsions pre-
pared with tristearin. Two seP.arate emulsifier systems having an HLB·of 
9.6 were used at a level of 1.0% of t}:le tristearin, One system was a 
sin~le.ernuJ,.sifier with a rnonoste,arate·f~tty.acid.side .chain and the 
other, a 1,inary iuixture of two ernulsi.fiers; each· having a monos tea rate 
fatty acid side chain. The. S. I. .obser:va tions and the calculated means 
for each emulsifier system are presented in Table VII, The single ernul-
sifier systel"!l proquced tristearin-water emulsions having a S.I. mean of 
45 ~ 45, while the binary emulsifier system had a S, I. mean of 45. 85. The 
O. 4 ~Hference i~ S, I. rnei:l,ns was not·· thought to. be important when corn-
pat'ed to the range of S~ I. val1,1es observed for each emulsion system; 
i.e •. , a 43.24 to 47.80 range for the,single,ernulsifier system and 43~30 
to 49, 22 range .. for tl;le binary emulsifier ·system, 
Measurement of HLB 
The- preparation of samples and data reported in. this stuqy has been 
based upon the manufacturer's published HLB value for the .specific ernt,1.l-
s~fiers, used. However; to dat~ there has been very little research pub-
J,.:i,.shed concerning an acc~rate procedure for measuring HLB values. Co1;1-
sequently, sqrne researchers·have questioned the reliability of ,a rnanu-
. . . 
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facturer' s HLB rating for a particular emulsifi.er lot. The most 'promis.,.. 
ing procedure reported for determining HLB values. app.ears to .. b.e GLC 
(gas-1,iquid chromat9graphy) analysis. · Mickle et: al~ (17) r.ep.orted repro-
ducible IU.B determinations by Gic when using Chtompsorb G . (60.,.,70 mesh) 
pac~ing coated with 5% emµlsifier. Sa tis.factory .. resolution of retention 
ti~s corresponding t:o small changes in HLB were obtained when using iso-
amyl alcohol elut:,:i,.on. A comparison of the manufac-turer's HLB values and. 
those obtained. by the proc;:edure of Mickle ~ aL (17), for the emulsi-
fiers used,in this study, is presented in Table VIII. 
Separation of Fat ... Emulsifier Mixtures by Florisil Chromatography .. 
Column ch!lomatography.using silicic acid.(22) or Florisil packing 
has beet1: reported tq be,satisfactory.for the separation of lipids. How-
ever, thee au,thor obse.rved the advantages demonstrated by .Carroll (6) 
that-Florisil, as opposed.to silicic acid, was very simple to pack and 
the relative:J,,y coars.e me.sh permitted rapid flow rates .• · 
Table-IX presents the gravimetJ?iC (mg) recoveries collect:ed per 5 
ml tube when individ4al samples of milk fat, tristearin~ Span 60, and 
Tween 60 wel;'e eluted., Also presented are the milligrams. of sample .re-
covered in each 5 ml tul;>e when two separate mixtures of tristearin 
Span 60 ·Tween 60 (1:1:1) were eluted from the column •. Table IX also 
shqws, the tc,,tal :weight as per cent recovery fo.r each sample, Of partic-
ular interest is the 100.8%-and 103.5% tota:1 recoveries obtained from 
' • '- J • • , ' • ' • 
the elution.of tristearin: Span 60 : Tween 60 mixtures. A plot of the 
milligl;'ams. recovered for each 5 ml t1;1be number demonstrates the individ-
ual elµtion patterns £9r ttistearin (Figure 1), Span 60 (Figure 2), and 
Tween 60 (Figure 3). The,single component peaks in Figures 1, 2, and 3 
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were 9ori1.pared to Figure_ 4 for tent;:11tive identification of 'the thr~e 
distin~t peaks obtained during e;I.ution -of a tristearin :. Span 60 : Tween 
60 mixttire. In-this manner, peaks A, B, and C·in Figure'4 were tenta-:-
tiyely identi.fied as tristearin, Span 60, and Tween 60 re:;pectively. 
The per ce17-t recovery of,tristearin, Span 60, and Tween 60 is presented 
in Table X. It ·is.likely that variation in the.percent recovery ob-' 
tained for tristearin (100.98% and 86.71%) represents incomplete elution 
' I . . , • , 
ofthe materia.l and that the difference in recovery of Tween 60 (95.59% 
and 114.69%) is due to weighing errors often associated.with gravimetric-
type determinations. Reas<;mable duplication of 105. 65% and, 108, 97% re~ 
covery for Span 60 was obtained, but such "synthesisll seems improbable, 
' ' \) ' I 
Therefore, these va),.ues likely repres.ent inclus.ion of some ttistearin~ 
Tween 60, o:i:: both, 
Liquid Scintillatiop Counting of -Tritiated Emulsifiers 
As received,from the supplier, the tritiated Span 80 and Tween 80 
had ra.dioactivity levels of 4.3:ZO x 109 cpm/ml 1:1.nd 8 •. 973 x 109 cpm/ml 
respectively, After a 0~0926 ml aliquot of this 3H ... Span material was 
diluted with 5.0 gm unlabeled Span-60, th,e specific activity was 4.69 ·x 
105 cpm/mg~ Lil,<.ewise,. 0.1 ml of the. 3H ... Tween was diluted with 5 • .0 gm 
s I Tween 60 to give a mixture ha.ving 4~64 ·x J,.O cpm mg. A 10 mg portio17-
of each, diluted mixture was. placed on, separate Florisil columns, . and 
the cpm obU.ined for each .5 ml of solvent are presented in Table XI. 
These raw: data detnonst,rat~d that the unpurified preparation of each 
emulsifier stock as receive4 from the manufacturer.contained peaks for 
tubes· nu111bered 2, 3 a,nd .4; 11, 12 and 13; 19 and 20. 
Purified 3 H-Span -80 material from tµbes numbered 11 and 12 was used 
2.5 
to prepare a 3H-Span emulsifier stoc~ having a specific activity of 2.33 
x 104 cpm/mg, This was. chromatographed on Florisil and the cpm for each 
5 ml of s9lvent recordecl (Taple XLO. An 88.6% recovery of the total 
amount of radioactivity was observed.· Of .the re.covered material, 94~17% 
was eluted, by the methanol:diethyl ether··(],.: 7) solvent 'sy~tem .and 5. 7% 
by the .acetone:dioxane:methanol, (J,.:1:1) solvent system~ Sim:i;.lar chroma-
tography of.a purified-Tween stock having 5,02 x 104 cpm/mg is shown in 
Table XI:U, A total of only 62.8% of this sample's radioactivity was 
recovered from tl,:ie Florisil c9lumn. This incomplete elution of the 3H-
Tween material ha.$· been supported by. recent work showing similar re-
coveries. In addition it was.found that the.per cent 9f emulsifier re-. 
covery coulli be increased by replacing the acetone:dioxane:methanol sol.-
vent with w.eth,anoL Of the 3H-Tween materi.al .recovered, 0.5% was eluted 
by the.benzene~ 11.0% by the methanol:diethyl ether, an~ 88.42% by the 
acetone: dio:x;ane:methanol solvent systems,_ An elution pattern of cpm per 
. 3 3 
5 ml .tube.for tne H-Span (Table XII) and fl.,..~ee11 (Tal:;,le XIII) stocks 
has been gra]?hed .. i11 Figures 5 ai;id 6 respectively. A. comparison of the 
major ,single peak eluted for each 3H-emulsifier with the elution pattern 
obtained from the grayimetrically determined chromatography of tristear.,-
ill:Span60:Tween.60 (1:1:1), in Figure 4 pJ;;ovides ·further evidence that 
identities of peaksB and Care Span 60 and Tween 60 respectively, 
3H-Span a11d 3H-T,ween Emulsifier Concentrations 
at a.TJ;;istearin-Water,Interface 
A preparati9n 9f tristearin contai11ing 1r. of th,e 3H.,-Span stock had 
a specific activity of 4 73 cpmhng, This vaJ,.ue, together with the mol. 
wt. of 430.5 for Span 60, was used to calculate a,11cemulsifier concentra-,. 
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tion of.0~0454 x 10-6 M/mg in the tristearin-3H...,Span ~ixture. Material 
recovered from the interface fc;,rmed betwee1,1 this·same tristearin-3H-Span 
mixture and distilled water was found to have 1,290 cpm/mg, equivalent 
to a Spa1,1 emulsifier concentration-of 0.124 x 10-6 M/mg of interfacial 
material (Table XIV). This concentratiqn value represents a 2.73..,fold 
increase in the Span concentration at 'the interface region as compared 
to the concentration in the_ original tristeari,n-emulsifier mixture~ 
Such a large increase of 273% would not no~ally be anticipated for ari 
emulsifier like Span 60 which. possesses a Upophilic favorable HLB. 
rating of 4.7 (indicati1,1g that 75% of·the m9lecule is fat solub.le). One, 
possi'\)le. e~lanation for th.is lar$e increase in concentration may be the 
adherence of the small. hydrophtlic portion of the ,molecule to the water 
phase once a. Span ,molecule in the, fat phase happens to· touch the inter-
facial regi,on'. In this way, a.concentration of the Span molecules could 
eve1,1tually build up at tb,e tristearin-water intetf~ce. The relatively 
small size of a Span molecule (molecular weight of 430.5) could allow 
mc;,vement within the tristearin phase due to convectic;,n currents produced 
by. the 80 C tempera,ture at which the interface was formed. · This would 
promote· the frequency of, conta.ct between a larger number of the Span 
molecules and ,the int;erf acial region., 
Florisil chromatography of t;he,tristearin-3H-Span-water interfacial 
material showed tha~ 0.30% 1of the radioactivity was eluted with benzene, 
96.38% with methaI).ol:diethyl ether, and 3.33% with the,acetone:dioxane: 
methanol, solvent $ystems. Qf the ,2,067 cpm applied to the column, a. 
total of only l,c352 cpm were eluted.. ';['his gave a 65.14% tot.9:l recovery, 
which .again indicated incqmplete .elution., 
A secqnd preparation containing tristearin pll;ls 1% JR-Tween emulsi-. 
2.7 
fier stock was assembled having 1,056 cpm/mg, indicating a 3H-Tween 
-6 3 
emulsifier ccincentration of 6. 84 7 x J,.O · M/mg. · This same tristearin- H- . 
Tween. mi~ture -and d:i,.s tilled water was. used to fo+ill an interface that had · 
-6 ' 1,534 cpm/mg, or a Tween. emuJ,.13ifier concentration of 9 ~ 946 .x 10 M/mg. -
(~able XIV). This represented a 1~45-fold increase in Tween concentra-
tion at the tristearin-water interfac;e. Such an increase would be ex-
pected for a Tween emulsifier since it has; an HLB value of 14 ~ 9 (approxi- . 
m11tely 75% of the mpJ,.ecule is water solt1ble). Unexpectedly; on the 
basis of relative water.soluabi],.ity, the interfacial concentration in-
crease· of. 2. n-fo],.d for the lip:i,.d""'.preferr:i,.ng Span was larger. than this 
1. 45-fold increase. for. the water"'.'.'preferring Tween molecules, This could 
indic;ate tl).at under similar convection current.conditions; the frequency 
of molecular cqntact at the interfacial region was much greater for the 
smaller Span molecules (moL wt. = 430.5) than for the larger .Tween 
molec1.1-les (mol. wt~ = 3070.5). 
Fl . ·1 h h f h . · 3H T · or1s1 c r9mat?grap yo t e .tr1stear1n- - ween-water inter-
facial mat~rial demonstrated that 0.96% of the radioactivity was eluted 
with benzene, 42~91% with methanol:diethyl et1'er and 56.12% with the 
acetone:dioxane:methanolsolvent systems. The relatively large 42.91% 
portion of,coun~s eluted by the '\lletb,angl:diethyl ether did not agree 
with previous elution data in which only 1LO% was recovered with this 
solvent system for 3H-Tween emµlsifier st.ock (Table ·XIII). A repeat 
3 
study.with a new interfacial samp],.e confirmed that al1'1ost half the fl-, 
Tween emulsifier was.eluted by,the '\lletha~ol:diethyl ether.solvent system 
tentativ~ly.assoc:Lated with 3H ... Span emulsifier elution, This co.uld indi-
cate possible degradative,reductio!). of oxyethylene side chains from the 
3H.,..,Tweep molecules during the study, resuJ,.ting in.a sorbitan monostearate 
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structure, corresponding to a Span 60 molecule~ Possible reduction of 
the remaining side chain from the sorbitan parent would release a free 
stearic acid, which should be eluted by the non-polar benzene solvent 
dU?;ing Florisil chromatography (6). '!'he- high,er O. 96% recovery obtained 
with the 3H-Tween interface sample supports the:possibility of such 
degradation when.compared to the lower 0~57% of the total radioactivity 
3 
obtained by the benzene elution of the H-Tween emulsifier stock (Table 
:lCIII), 
A third system was-prepared usiµg tristearin plus 1% of a.40 mg 
3 3 
emulsifier mixture contaiµing equa+ weights of H-Span and H-Tween 
stocks. This emulsifier mixture contained,4.49 x 10-5 M of the Span 
emulsifier and.4.514 x 10-3 M of the Tween emulsifier, a 1:145 Molar 
ratio of Span:Tween. Theradioactiyity of this emulsifier tota)ed 
147.168 x 104 cpm/mg, representiµg 46.708 x 104 cpm from the Span and 
100.460 x 104 cpm from the Tween, or a Span:Tween cpm ratio of 1:2.151. 
;Based on these.ratios, a total emulsifier concentration of 4.6569 x 10-6 
M/mg (0.0319 x 10-6 M of Span,+ 4.625 x 10-6 Mof Tween) was represented 
by an observed specific activity of.1,045 cpm/mg for this·tristearin-
mixed 3H-em,ulsifier preparation (Taple XIV), 
Material recc;,vered fr9m tl;te interface between the same tristearin-
mixed 3H--emulsifier prepara,tioI). and distilled water -had 231 cpm/mg. 
When 1,062-cpm of this material was-chromatographed on Florisil, a total 
of 1,300 cpm wa~ eluted, giving a recovery of 122.4%. This large re.,.. 
cc;,very indicated a possible.difference between the amount of counting 
stanc,iard and the amount of material applied to the Florisil column. But 
of the 1,300 cpm rec9vered, 0.31% was eluted by benzene, 33.46% by 
methanol:diethyl ether and ~.21% by the acetone:dioxane:methanol solvent 
system, Based upon the three different solvent recovery percentages 
obtained from t~e elution qf eacli · singly 3H-emulsified ·,interface, this 
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mixed emulsifier interfacia.1 sample .was found. to have a Span:Tween Mblar 
ratio of 186:1. When this ratio,was compared to. the,Span:Tween Molar 
rat;i.o of 1:145 existing in the original tristec1rin-3H ... mixed emulsifier 
system, the larger water,attracting prope;rty of Span was·clearly demon.,.-
strated. The total emulsifier concentration of Span ·and Tween at .the 
tristearin-disfilled water:inter;face was,6,542 x·l0-6 M/mg, Data in 
Table XIV show that an inter~ace formed with only Span-emulsified tris..., 
tearii;i. contained 0.124 x 10-6 M/mg of Tween. But in an•interface formed 
from tristearin containing equal weights. of Span and Tween, an inter-
-6 ' 
mediate eJ\lulsifier concentration of 1 6,542 x·lO M/mg was observed, 
This observatiqn could explain the. earlier re.sults dernonstrat:i,rtg that no 
distinguishable improvement in emulsion stability was observed when a 
single.emulsifier system was replaced by a binary.mixture having the 
same HLB value and usage level because the total .number of .emulsifier·. 
molecules at the.fat-water interface·had not.been increased. In addi-
tion; th.is binary emulsifier coi;icentration data for a, tristearin-water. 
interface definitely demonstrated an absence.of stereochemical molecular 
packing to give a total,emubifier concei;itration greater,than could 
possibly have existed for either emulsi,fier, which has been a widely 
propo~ed expla~ation for emulsifi.er synergism,, ("conden'~ing · effect" 
hxpothesis). It could also suggest t.hat reporteq. positive emuJ.sifier 
synergism resuJ,ting from mixing etµu,ls:Lfiers\ may be·. in rea~ity a ref lee-: 
tiori. of m~ny o~h,er facto:i;-s cqntributing to an emulsion's sta~ility, For 
exai:nple, wo~kers reporting increased emulsion stability byblending 
emulsifierf:l may. have .failed to. consider.· the resulting HLI~ value of the 
30 
final miJcture or proper matching of HI,.B values to the. fat-water ratio 
of the.system iµwhich it is used, or perhaps·stabil.ity coFlparisons,were. 
made between all emulsifier mixt\ll;'e and its constit4ents at non ... identical 
usage levels--:all..of which are highly.important factors as mentioned or 
demonstr.ated in this presentat:i;.on, 
HLB 
9.5 
9. 75 · 
10.0 
TABLE I 
STABILITY INDICES FOR 25% MILK FAT-,WATER EMUL-
SIONS CONTA!NIN'G VARIOUS fil'UJLSIFIER SYSTEMS 
·. Trial 1 Trial 2 
Emulsifier System Emuls:j.fier Usage Level (% of Fat) 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.5 · 1.0 1.5 
a I 37 54 59 64 44 53 62 Tween 61. 39 55 65 66 66 60 54 
b 1 44 64 63 61 51 61 57 Span 60 plus 40 55 66 66 61 57 63 . C. Tween 69 · 
Tween 61 33 49 63 69 42 56 59 plus 42 59 61 69 59 53 59 Tween .81· 
Span (,0 40 54 41 67 62 40 57 plus 63 41 61, 60 36 47 54 Tween 60 
. d 39 32 . 59 69 45 59 · 57 Tween 81 ·· 33 41 54 57 47 49 55 
Span \60 43 58 59 65 44 57 59 pl"113 49 62 56 71 63. 57 63 Tween, 60 
a Tween 61 · (po;!.yoxyethylene sorbitan monostearate) ,, 
b. Span 60 (sorbitan monostearate). 
C Tween 60 (polyoxyethylene·sorbitan m9nost~arate)., 
dTween 81 (pol,.yoxyethylerie sorbitar1 monooleate). 
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2.0 
52 
76 
64 
70 
62 
66 
63 
57 
69 
78 
64 
63 
TABLE II 
ANALYS,IS ·OF VAR{:ANCE OF COMBINED TRIALS REPRESENTING 
THE STABILITY INDICES FOR is% MILK FA'I'.-WATEit EMUL.,.. · 
SIONS CONrAINING VARIOUS EMULSIFIER SYSTEMS 
Source 
Total• 
Trial (A) 
Usage level On 
AxB Interaction 
Emulsifier isysterq (C) 
(HL.B,within C) 
AxC Interaction 
BxC Interaction·. 
AxBxC Int~raction .. 
Error. (duplicate,· 
within.usage level) 
Trial 1 
Trial 2 · 
df . 
95 
1 
3· 
3 
5 
(2) 
5 
15 
15 
48 
24 
i4 
ss 
9,726.49 
189 0 84 
4,5:13.87, 
419.03-
582~05 
(186.33} 
267.98 
767.82 
534.88 
2,451;00 
945.00 
1,506.00 
MS 
a 189. 84 ·. 
1,504.62b 
139~68a 
b 116 .41 ·. 
93, 17b 
53.60a 
b 5,1.19 · 
35.63a 
51.02 ·. 
39.40 
62. 75 · · 
aTes,teci by 'Error for duplicate within usage· J,.evel' ~ 
b Tested by following inter.action t~rm (a). 
cp < 0.01. 
~ot significa:tit; P > 0.05. 
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F 
3. 72d 
10. 77~ 
2.73 
d 
2,17d 
1. 74 
1.05d 
d 
1.43d 
0.69 
TABLE III·· 
STABILITY INDICES FOR 25% MILK FAT-WATER EMULSIONS CONTAINING:SINGLE 
OR BINARY EMULSll'IER SYSTEMS HAVING A MONOSTEA,RATE SIDE CHAIN 
. a 
Emulsifier System (HLB = 9 ;.6) 
Tweeµ 61 
Span .60 
plus 
Tween 60 
aSee Table. I for description. 
62.i 
59.6 
58.2 
62.5 
58.1 
55.0 
0.5 
60~9 _. 
58.0 
65 .3 
60.9 
64.2 
62.2 
Emulsifier Usage Level 
1.0 
66.8 ___ 67. 7 _ 
59~6. 64.4. 
60.3. 61~8 .. 
59.5 68~0 
65.7 65.7 · 
62.4 71.3 
(% of Fat) 
1.5 
51.8 70.7 
50.1 64.4 
79.3 59.8 
59.6 60.1 
62.0 66. 7 · 
60~0 69~8 
73.2 
72~0 
75~0 
79.7 
75.8 
65.2 
2.0 
61.5 
74.4 
76.9 
65.5 
64.8 
6 7. 3 
l. 
l. 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF STABILITY.INDICES FOR 25% MILK 
FAT-WATER EMULSIONS CONTAINING SINGLE QR BINARY EMU1:,-
S.IF!ER SYSTEM HAVING A MONOSTEARATE SIDE CHAIN 
Sot\rce df ss 
·-· 
.... . '' . ·~ 
Total 47 2;053,-81 
Usage·],.eyel (A) 3 7l2 ,.36 
Replicates in 1,1sage level 4 218;,01 
Eritulsifier system (B) 1 0 ,-06 
AxB Interaction 3 30. 64 · 
Replicates X B in usage level. 4 406 .98 · 
~plicates iil A ·x B 32 685~76 
a Tested by 'Replicates in usage level' MS, 
b . 
Tested :by 'Replicates x ·. B in usage · 1evel' MS, 
C· p < 0.1. 
dNot·signif:Lc<!ant; P > 0.05, 
MS 
237,45a 
54.50 
0,06b 
10, 21b 
l,01. 75 
21.43 
34 
F 
TABLE V 
STABILITY INDICES FOR-25% MILK FAT-WATER EMULSIONS PREPARED WITH EMUL-
.SIFIER SYSTEMS HAVING A ~NO~TEARATE OR MONOOLEATE SIDE CHAI!il' 
- • • : -. C. • a. .. . - .. ' ' • - : . 
Emulsi:f;ier System, (HLB =. 9~6) . Emulsifier.Usage.Level 
l>pan 60 
plus 
Tween 60 
.b Span 80 
plus 
T So c .. ween 
aSee Table I for description. 
o~s. 
36.17 
40.54 
41.00 
32,64 
39.42d 
35.89 
b ' Span 8.0 (sorbitan monooleate) ~ 
1.0 .· 
,. 
35.38 56.46 
39.68 56 ,27 
36.02 54;85 
33. 71 58.54 · 
33.70 58. 6:8 
39AJ4 57 .01 · 
c'l'ween 80 (polyoxye.thylene sorbitan monoole~te). 
<\iissing value estimated for statistical anaJ.ysis. 
61.66 62.98 
54~59 59.67 
59.31 61.70 
55 • .56 58.91 
59.97 56.92 
51.55 59.82 
(% of Fat) 
1.5 
60.62 
.53.46 
61.80 
61.22 
60.18 
58.39 
66.57 
68.07 
65.41 
2.0 
65. 63 · 
68 .3:3 , 
64.'H .. 
67.45 
68.50 
70.08 
66.25 
59.96 
69.01 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF V~IANCE.OF STABILITY INDICES FOR 25% MILK 
FAT-WATER EMULSIONS PREPARED WITH EMULSIFIER SYSTEMS 
HAVING A MONOSTEARATE OR MONOOLEATE SIDE CHAIN 
Source df ss MS 
Total 47 6,162.72· 
Usage level. (A) 3 5,834.44 1,944.81 a 
Replicates in usage level 4 6.55 1.64 
Emulsifier system. (B) 21.64 b 1 21. 6\ 
Ax B Interation 3 7.99 2.66 
Replicates x B in usage level .. 4 42,99 10.75 
Dup+icates in Ax B 32 249.11 7.78 
aTested by 'Replicates in usage level' MS .• 
b Tested by 'Replicates x Bin usage level' MS, 
0 P < 0.01. 
dNot significant; P > 0,05. 
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F 
1,185.86 C 
2.0ld 
0.24d 
a 
TABLE VII 
STABILITY INDICES FOR 25% TRISTEARIN-WATER EM,UL-
SIONS CONTAINING SINGLE OR BINARY EMULSIFIER 
SYSTEMS HAVING A MONOSTEKRATE""SID'K CHAIN 
Emuls;i.fi~r system a • (1. 0% ·of · the . fat) .. 
Tween 61 
b 49.22 
43.24 45.79 
45.30 43,30 · 
47.80 45.09 
Total 136.34 ·. 183,40 
Mean 45.45 45. 85 
See Table I for description. 
b~is'i;ing data; trist:ea:i::irt soligified during analysis. 
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Emulsifi,er 
Span 60 
Tween 60 
Tween 61, 
Tween 81 
Span 60 plus 
Span 60 plus 
$pan 60 plus 
' Span. 60 plus 
Span.80 plus 
TABLE VIII 
MANUFACTURER'S AND GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY 
DETERMINED HYDROPHILE-LIPOPHILE BALANCE·· 
VALUES·FQR VARIOUS EMULSIFIER SYSTEMS 
Manufacturer 
System HLB 
4,7a 
14.9a 
9.6a 
10.0a 
Tween 60 9.Sb 
Tween 60 9.6b 
Tween 60 9,75b 
Tween 60 10.0b 
Tween 80 9.6b 
Tween 61 plus Tween 81 9.75b 
~L,B according to .manufacturer'.s label. 
bHLB.calct1l.ated using manufacturer's l:llgebraic formula. 
cSee reference; ,Mickle et al. (17). 
dAverage of 2 detertl].inations, 
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GLCc 
HLBd 
4.40 
14,90 
10.40 
10. 80 
10, 15e 
9.73 
9.58 
9.30e 
9.70 
10.68 
ePossibly,reversed during analysis procedure; would not affect re-
sults in Table II, III, V or VII '(P > 0.05), 
Tube 
Number 
(5 ml.) 
r-1 
:>-. 
. .C:: 
+.I 
,::1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
-~ .-.11 
~ -~ ~ <. 12 
(l) .-l (l) > 13 l> O,C I 
cj ij ~ ':: 14 
Cf.l '5 015 
~ 16 
~ .-i > 17 
-~ g-;- 18 
A cu-
" .c:: > 19 
. (l) +.I I 20 ~ (l) .-l 
0 ;:.:: " 21 
.,I.J •• r-1 
(l). (l) "22 
<J ~ .-l 
< cu'-' 
Anhydrous 
Milk Fat 
TABLE IX 
RECOVERIES FROM FLORISIL CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Sample Material 
Tristearin Span 60 Tween 60 
Tristearin: 
Span 60: · 
Tween 60 (1:1:1) 
- - -- --------·.--.- -· --- mg ( dry) . - - - -- - ··:- -- . -- - . ------------ · ------------- . -
0.7 
17.9 
53.8 
13.1 · 
3.3 
1.4 
a 
1. 75b 
1. 75 
o .. o 
9 ,·6 
40..9 
8.0 
1.4 
0.6 
a 0.3b · 
0.3 
0.0 0.0 0.1 O~O 
o.o. 0.3 1.3 3.0 
0.0 0.1 17.5 19.~ 
0.9 0.9 13,3 6.6 
045 o.5 5~1 2.1 
0.9 0.3 1.8 1.0 
a a a a 
1.05b o.o5b 0.1b 1.3b 
1.05 0.05 0~7 · 1.3 
1.6 o·.1 o.o 2.3 
5.1 5,7 o.o 5.3 
49.3 13.5 28.0 29.5 
16.1 2.4 9.9 10 .6 
3.4 1.9 0.9 2.2 
2 .o · 1.1 1. 8 1.8 
0.7 8 0.9 8 1.2~ 0.75a 
o. 7b 0.9b 1.2 0,75b 
3.4 0.0 0.5 
4.0 2.3 4.7 
21.9 12.7 12~3 
17.4 7.7 7.9 
6.3 7.4 6.9 
6.4 3.2 5.9 v 
" 
Tube 
Number 
(5 ml.) 
Anhydrous 
Milk Fat 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Sample Material 
Tristearin .. Span.60 
Tristearin: 
Span 60: 
Tween 60 Tween 60 (1:1:1) 
---------------------------------------mg (dry) --- ---- · - --- · --~ -- ~~- -------- ---------- · 
23 
24 
(A} Total recpvery (mg) 91.5 
(B) Applied to column (mg), . 95, 2 · ._ 
C ·-Total % recovery.. · 96.11 
61.1 
69.8 
87.54 
ab Collected together as a 10 ml. fraction. 
c A % Recovery= B (100) • 
78.9 
82.2 
96.22 
5.3 2.8a 3.85a 
4.4 2. ab 3.85b 
108.0 123.0 124.2 
aa.5 122.0 120.0 
110.50 100.80 103.50 
+ 
C 
41, 
50 
40 Tristearin (I) 
ffl 30 
1,,1 
bO 20 
.... 
r-1 
r-1 10 i! 
0 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Tube Number (5 ml.) 
Figure 1. Florisil Chromatography of Tristearin 
50 
rn 40 
ffl 30 Span 60 1,,1 
bO 
.... 20 r-1 
r-1 
•r-l 10 ~ 
0 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Tube Number (5 ml.) 
Figure 2. Florisil Chromatography of Span 60 
50 
40 
rn 
ffl 30 Tween 60 
1,,1 
bO 20 •r-l 
...t 
r-1 10 •r-l 
~ 
0 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
30 Figure 3. 
Tube Number (5 ml.) 
Florisil Chromatography of Tween 60 
.[·, 
I 20 
1,,1 
bO 
B •r-l r-1 10 r-1 
•r-l 
~ 
0 
1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Tube Number (5 ml.) 
Figure 4. Florisil Chromatography of Tristearin: 
. Span 60:Tween 60 (1:1:1) 
A 
B 
C 
% 
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TABLE X 
PERCENT RECOVERY OF TRISTEARIN, SPAN 60, AND TWEEN 
60 MIXTURES FROM FLORISIL CHROMATOGRAPUY 
Mixture 
.1 2 
Theoretical Observed Theoretical Observed · %b · 
. --~..,;;.~-:-----:-~·-J,llg'-----~-~---:---
-- ----- - mg-----------
(Trestearin) 40.7 
(Span. 60) 40.7 
(Tween 60) 40.6 
Total 122.0 
'l;otal Recovery .. 
41.1 
43.0 
38.9 
123.0 
100.8c 
100,98 
105.65 
95.59 
40~02 34,70 "86.71 
40.01 43.60 108.97 
39.97 45,90 114.69 
120.00 124.20 
103.5d 
aSee Figure 4. 
b % Peak Recovery= [(Observed for peak)+(Theoretical for peak)]loo. 
c% Total·Recovery = (123 mg . 122 mg) 100 •. 
d % ,Total Recovery= (124 mg+ 120 mg) 100. 
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TABLE XI 
LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTS FROM FLOR!SIL CHROMA-
TOGRAPHY-OF UNPURIFIED RADIOACTIVE SPAN AND TWEEN 
Tube 
Number 
(5 ml.) 
3H-S.~afi 
Observed 
CPMa 
43 
3 . 
. H...;Tween 
Observed 
CPMa 
---------- · - · l ·-· X · 10-4 -------------
1 0.0218 0.0051 
Q) 2 0.1464 0.4638 
~ 3 0.4155 0.7891 Q) 
N 4 0 .115 7 0.3054 ~ Q) 5 0.0584 0.1466 P'.l 
6 0.0500 0.1220 
7 O .0372 Q.1088 
8 0.0359 0.0942 
..-i 9 0.0424 0.0720 ~ 10 0.0454 0.1237 
.µ Q) 
......._11 4. 3914 5. 7571 
•r-1 t> 
A <12 5.0535 5.1580 
•• i,..i > 
..-iQ),13 1. 74 74 1.1795 0 ..c::....., 
-~ .µ .• 14 0.5524 0.3861 0 Q)..-i 
, 
..c:: .._, 15 0.2942 0.3606 .µ Q) 16 o. 2177 0.2386 
::.:: 
.. 
Q) 17 o. 2161 0.3256 § ...... 0.2232 3.2611 :,< ..-i :>,18 -
0 0"">19 2.0676 6 .2156 
•r-1 ~ 
A <11>20 1. 2632 3.3289 
•• ..C:: I Q).µ~21· 
·0.9317 2.4175 ~ Q) " 
, o s~22 0.7490 1. 7983 ~ ~23 0.6121 1.4428 
< .._, 24 0.5343 1.1295 
a CPM not corrected for mac~ine efficiency. 
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TABLE XII 
RADIOACTIVITY OF PURIFIED 3H-SPAN S';['OCK 
FROM FLORISIL CHROMATOGRAPHY 
(A) (B) 
Tube Solvent Total CPM % of 
number Observed bai:kground Total eluted observed 
(5 ml. each) CPM CPM CPMa per solvent CPM 
-- :· -- ... --- ·. --------- · . --- .• 1 X 10-3 - ---- ., . -· ------ - . -- · - . ----
1 0.067 0.050 0.031 
Q) 2 0.044 0.000 s:: 
'Q) 3 Q.039 0.000 N 
s:: 4 0,037 0.000 Q) 
p'.:I 5 0.029 0.000 
6 0.046 0.000 
7 0.053 0.000 
8 0.041 0.000 0.031 0.04 
~ .-1 9 0.181 o. 05;1 0.236 :>, -,.c:: > 10 0.196 0.261 
.µ 
.µ 
-
Cl) Q) > 11 23.174 41,671 :>, 
-~ 
-
tl.l A ,... > 12 8.628 15.457 
.µ •• a, I 13 2.5·76 4.550 .-1 ,.c:: ...... s:: 0 .µ •• 
Q) s:: r:i::i .-1 14 1.140 1.963 ;j Cll '-" 
,.c:: 15 0.623 1.031 
'O .µ 
ti.I 
' ~ 16 0.426 O.p76 65.845 94.17 
.. i7 0.281 0.083 0.414 
(!) 
- is 0.628 0,982 s:: > Cll 
- 19 0.661 1.042 :< > 0 .-1- 20 0.385 0.544 
·~ 0 > AS:: I 21 0.277 0.350 •• C\1. r'-1 
Q) ,.c:: ••. 22 0.246 0.294 s:: .µ .-1 
0 Q) .. 23 0.175 0.166 .µ ~ r-1 
Q) '-" 24 0.224 0.254 4.046 5,79 cJ <11. 
Total 69; 922 100.00 
Control 43.787 78.910 
% Recovery 88_.61 
aTotal CPM::;: (A - B). C; where C = counting efficiency of 0.5549. 
,s 
QJ 
,µ 
{/} 
, >, 
en 
,µ 
, i:: 
QJ 
> 
,-j 
'O 
en 
(5 
Tube 
number 
TABLE XU:I 
RADIOACTIVITY OF PURIFl.ED 3H-TWEEN 
STOCK FROM FLORISl.L CHROMATOGRAP~ 
(A) (B) 
Solvent Total CPM 
' Obserired background. Total eluted· 
ml. each) CPM CPH CPMa per i:iolvent 
45 
% of 
Observed 
CMP 
~-~-----~--~--~-~---~----- 1 X 10""'3 --- --- -- -- --- ------~ 
1 0.243 0,116. 0.229 
2 0.176 0,108 
QJ 3 0.123 0.013 @ 4 0.086 0.000 N 
i:: 5 0.142 0.047 QJ 
i::i::l 6 0.125 0.016 
7 0.127 0.02·0 
8 0.112 0.000 0.433 0.57 
' 
- .. '-. 
,-j 9 0.100 0.135 0.000 
> >, 
,.c:: 10 0.113 0.000 
,µ 
QJ 11 2.426 4.129 , 
•rl ,.... 
A > 12 1.337 2,167 .. 1'-1--
,-j QJ > 13 0.555 0.757 0 ,.C:: I i:: ,µ ·r-,.. 14 0.408 0.492 Cl! µ:l •.• 
·.C:: d 15, 0.380 0.360 .,µ 
Q) 
::;:: 16 0.34.8 0.384 8.289 11.00 
... 
Q) 17 0.381 0~1Z4 0.443 i:: 
-al > 18 5.337 9.396 
' X .-1 ...__ 
o o· > 19 15.235 27.237 
,,-l i:: '-
,A Cl! > 20 7.495 13.286 
•• ,.c:: I QJ ,µ ,..:j 21 4.049 7 ~075 
·i::. QJ .. 
0 ::.: ,-j 22 2.508 4.297 
,µ .. 
QJ ,-j 23 1.652 2.754 cJ .....,, .. 
< 24 1.207 2.132 66.619 88.42 
T6tal 75~342 99.99 
Control 66.557 119.966 
% Rec0very 62.80. 
a CPM =1 (A - B) c· where ceunting efficiency of 0.5548. Tc;,tal . 
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3 Florisil Chromatography of H~Span 60 
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6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 .22 24 
Tube Number (5 ml.) 
Florisil Chromatography· qf 3 H...,Tween 60 
Emulsifier 
systemb 
TABLE XIV 
CONCENTRATION OF SPAN AND TWEEN EMULSIFIERS AT A TRISTEARIN-WATER8 INTERFACE 
Specific Activity 
Tristea:dn plus 3H~et$.ilsifier stock 
-·· - . . 
Tristearin-water 
Interface 
Emulsifier Concentration 
Tristearin plus 
3H-emulsifier stock 
Tristearin-water 
Interface 
Change at 
Interface 
_ - .• -- · ·· · cptn/tng ·-- ·-----------. ·.. . ····,. 'M/mg -----------------------
3 H-Span 
3H. 
· ... Tween 
3 H-Span 
plus 
3 H-Tween 
473 
1;056 
1,045 
aDistilled wa.ter. 
b 1.0% usage level. 
1,290 
1,534 
231 
-6-c, 
0.0454 X 10 
d 
6.847 X 10-6 
6 4.6569 X 10 
0.124 X 10-6 
9.946 X 10-6 
-6 6.542 X 10 
cCalculation of span concentration: Specific activity of 3H-span 
mol. wt. span'60 = 430.5; or: LO mg =.0.2245 x 10-5 M. 
stock 4 2.3354 x 10 cpm/mg; 
(0.2245 x 10-5 M/mg)(4.73 x 102 cpm/mg) Mole Span/mg mixture= . - 4 - -2.3354 x 10 cpm/mg 
-6 0.0454 x 10 M/mg. 
dCalculation of Tween concentration; like above but used mol. wt. of 3070.5. 
+2.73 
+1.45 
+1.41 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An "F" test indicated thai: eml,llsifier usage· leve.1 had a significant· 
effect upon,_ the stability of: a 25% milk fat-water emulsion (P < 0 .01}, 
The o1;her.variables: whether emul5,if:j_er HLB values .. of 9.5 to 10.0 :were 
m;ed~ whether an emulsifier system was.a s.ingle component or ,a binary 
tnixture~ and whether the emulsifier, cont-1lined a saturated or urisaturc~ted 
fatty ac;;id sid~ chain had no signHicant eHect on the stability of ,a 
25% milk ;fat-water emulsion (P > 0,05), Like the mi+k fat emulsions, 
the stal;>ilit:y of .a tristearin-water emulsion was.not appreciably affected 
by replacing a single.component emulsifier system with a binary mixture. 
Florisi],. chromatc;,graphy of a tristearin:Tv1een 60:Span.60 (1:1:1) 
mi:icture.showed that the tristea:i;-in was elut;ed,b:y benzene, Span 60 by 
methano],.:diethyl ether (1:7) and Tween.60 by _aoetone:dioxane:methanol 
(1:1:1) tq give tot~l gravimetric recoveries of 100,8% and'l03.5% for 
two separate columns~ A reduction in total radioaotiyity.7ecovered was. 
b d f · · · 3H d· 3 b h 1 . o serve .. or mixtur~s conta:i..ning - -Span an · H7 Tween, ut · t e e ution 
seq\lence.of t}:lese r-1ldioaotive corµpoµnds was used to confirm the identity 
of.the emulsifier peaks observed gravi~etrically. Radioactivity measure--
3 . 3 
ments. of tristearin having .1.0,% levels of purified H.,.,SpaIJ. or H-Tween 
emulsifier stocl,(.s showed that the concentratiot/, of Span 60 at a._ tris"" 
tearin-water interface was 2,13-fo;I.d greater than it was·in the tris-
tearin before. the inter:f;ace :was formed, C9rrespond:f_ngly, a L~S-fold. 
48 
49 
in.crease in Tween 60 concentration was qbserved at a tristearin-water .·· 
interface when compa,red to the original triste~rin-,,Span 60 mixtu1;e. 
Simihr radioactive measurements at a.tristearin-water.intet/ace con";' 
ta;ining: (a) Span ,60 only had an emulsifier con~entration of O .124 x ·· 
-6 10 M/mg, (b) Tween 60 only had an emulsifier concentration of 9,946 
-6 
x 10 · M;/mg, and (c) an equal weight mixture of Span 60: Tween 60 had a. 
-6 total emulsifier concentration of 6 .524 x-10 ··· M/mg of dried interfacial 
material. Therefore, no increase in the tota:J_ concentration of .emulsi-
fier molecules (ster~ochemi~al..packing) was evident at ,a tri~tearin-
water interface·when a single emulsifier was replac;ed by a binary mix.,. 
ture of identical· chemical type, HLB value, and usage level. 
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